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Sliver of Truth 2007-01-02

the highly anticipated follow up to the new york times bestseller beautiful lies charged with relentless intensity and kinetic action and playing out
with unnerving suspense on the streets of new york and london sliver of truth delves deep into the shadowy world of ridley jones a terrified but
determined young woman at once hunting down a ghost from her past and running for her life

Die for You 2009-06-02

isabel raine thought she had everything a successful career a supportive family and a happy marriage to the man she loved then one ordinary
morning her husband marcus picks up his briefcase kisses her good bye and simply vanishes that day all her calls to him go straight to voice mail the
messages she leaves at his office go unreturned too panicking after finally receiving a call from his cell phone in which all she can hear is a man s
terrified cry isabel calls the police but they aren t interested men leave they tell her they leave all the time desperate to find her husband isabel
races to his office but instead of finding him she finds herself in the middle of an fbi raid hours later she awakens in the hospital with a severe
concussion and a homicide detective by her bedside waiting to question her about marcus raine the real marcus raine now the only thing isabel
knows for sure is that her husband of five years is gone where is he and who is he are questions no one seems able to answer but isabel will not rest
until she discovers the truth about the man she loves even if it means risking everything including her own life bestselling author lisa unger takes
us on a nightmarish journey from bustling glamorous new york city to the murky twisted streets of prague seeking the answer to one bone chilling
question what if the man you love the one sleeping beside you is a stranger

Crazy Love You 2016-03-29

enjoying a successful career with his best friend priss a destructive friend who helped him escape bullies in childhood ian fears for his life when she
becomes irrationally angry about ian s new relationship

Beautiful Lies 2006-04-18

if ridley jones had slept ten minutes later or had taken the subway instead of waiting for a cab she would still be living the beautiful lie she used to
call her life she would still be the privileged daughter of a doting father and a loving mother her life would still be perfect with only the tiny cracks
of an angry junkie for a brother and a charming drunk with shady underworld connections for an uncle to mar the otherwise flawless whole but
that s not what happened instead those inconsequential decisions lead her to perform a good deed that puts her in the right place at the right time to
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unleash a chain of events that brings a mysterious package to her door a package which informs her that her entire world is a lie suddenly forced to
question everything she knows about herself and her family ridley wanders into dark territory she never knew existed where everyone in her life
seems like a stranger she has no idea who s on her side and who has something to hide even and maybe especially her new lover jake who appears
to have secrets of his own sexy and fast paced beautiful lies is a true literary thriller with one of the freshest voices and heroines to arrive in years
lisa unger takes us on a breathtaking ride in which every choice ridley makes creates a whirlwind of consequences that are impossible to imagine

Four Thrillers by Lisa Unger 2010-12-21

four thrilling novels by bestselling novelist lisa unger are now available as one complete series read all four novels in order for the first time digitally
and delve into unger s world full of nightmarish journeys bone chilling discoveries and breathtaking consequences in a complete package never
before available includes an excerpt from lisa unger s fragile beautiful lies if ridley jones had just slept ten minutes later she would still be living the
beautiful lie she used to call her life instead she s in the right place at the right time to unleash a chain of events that brings a mysterious package to
her door a package which informs her that her entire world is a sham suddenly forced to question everything she knows about herself and her
family ridley wanders into dark territory she never knew existed suspenseful sensitive sexy subtle the best nail biter i have read for ages highly
recommended lee child sliver of truth just as she s beginning to move on with her life another seemingly mundane act picking up a few envelopes
of prints at a photo lab puts ridley jones at the nexus of a global network of crime at once hunting down a ghost and finding her own life in danger
ridley wonders if she ever had the power to shape her own destiny and whether love has any reality beyond her imagination compulsive reading
new york daily news black out on the surface annie powers s life in a wealthy floridian suburb is happy and idyllic but the bubble surrounding
annie is pricked when she senses that the demons of her past have resurfaced and to her horror are now creeping up on her disturbing events the
appearance of a familiar dark figure on the beach the mysterious murder of her psychologist trigger strange and confusing memories for annie who
realizes she has to quickly piece them together before her past comes to claim her future and her daughter riveting psychological suspense of the
first order if you haven t yet experienced lisa unger what are you waiting for harlan coben die for you isabel raine thought she had everything a
successful career a supportive family and a happy marriage to the man she loved then one ordinary morning her husband picks up his briefcase
kisses her good bye and simply vanishes now the only thing isabel knows for sure is that her husband of five years is gone where is he and who is
he are questions no one seems able to answer but isabel will not rest until she discovers the truth about the man she loves even if it means risking
everything including her own life lisa unger writes with sharp psychological insight and bone deep understanding of her characters this novel is
almost unbearably thrilling luanne rice
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Sliver of Truth 2010

ridley jones is on a mission to find a ghost from her past a very deadly ghost in beautiful lies ridley jones stepped off a street corner and into an abyss
of violence deception and fear she is being a lot more careful about where she steps and trying to get on with her life when another seemingly
mundane act picking up a few envelopes of prints at a photo lab puts her at the nexus of a global network of crime a shadowy figure of a man
appears in almost every picture she s taken in the last year lurking just far enough away to make identification impossible everyone from the
federal government to the criminal underworld wants to know who the man is but the only thing ridley knows for sure is that she has to get to the
truth about herself and her past if she s ever going to find her way home

Beautiful Lies 2008

when ridley jones steps off a new york street corner to save the life of a young child she is thrown into a whirlwind of violence deception and fear
and her world is turned upside down but just as she has a chance to pick up the pieces of her shattered life another seemingly ordinary act leads her
into dark territory she never knew existed and where she must question all she knows about those close to her forced to hunt down a ghost from
the past ridley risks everything and learns to trust no one in a race to find the truth before it finds her

Under My Skin 2018-10-02

grief leads to self destructive behavior in this searing psychological thriller from a new york times bestselling author publishers weekly what if the
nightmares are actually memories it s been a year since poppy s husband jack was brutally murdered during his morning run through manhattan s
riverside park in the immediate aftermath poppy spiraled into an oblivion of grief disappearing for several days only to turn up ragged and confused
wearing a tight red dress she didn t recognize what happened to poppy during those lost days and more importantly what happened to jack the case
was never solved and poppy has finally begun to move on but those lost days have never stopped haunting her poppy starts having nightmares and
blackouts there are periods of time she can t remember and she s unable to tell the difference between what is real and what she s imagining when
she begins to sense that someone is following her poppy is plunged into a game of cat and mouse determined to unravel the mystery around her
husband s death but can she handle the truth about what really happened a captivating thriller the washington post addictive gripping suspense at its
best karin slaughter 1 international and new york times bestselling author of the good daughter a twisting labyrinth of a book lisa unger is at the top
of her game lisa gardner 1 new york times bestselling author of look for me unger keeps the twists coming in this standout thriller kirkus reviews
starred review another fine psychological thriller from a master of the genre booklist starred review
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Darkness, My Old Friend 2011-08-09

the new york times bestselling author of beautiful lies and fragile returns to the hollows delivering a thriller that explores matters of faith memory
and sacrifice after giving up his post at the hollows police department jones cooper is at loose ends he is having trouble facing a horrible event from
his past and finding a second act he s in therapy then on a brisk october morning he has a visitor eloise montgomery the psychic who plays a key
role in fragile comes to him with predictions about his future some of them dire michael holt a young man who grew up in the hollows has
returned looking for answers about his mother who went missing many years earlier he has hired local pi ray muldune and psychic eloise
montgomery to help him solve the mystery that has haunted him what he finds might be his undoing fifteen year old willow graves is exiled to
the hollows from manhattan when six months earlier she moved to the quiet town with her novelist mother after a bitter divorce willow is acting
out spending time with kids that bring out the worst in her and when things get hard she has a tendency to run away a predilection that might lead
her to dark places set in the hollows the backdrop for fragile this is the riveting story of lives set on a collision course with devastating consequences
the result is lisa unger s most compelling fiction to date

The Stranger Inside 2019-09-17

named a best book by people magazine boston globe bookbub popsugar crimereads and more brilliant a well crafted psychological thriller the new
york times book review when former journalist rain winter was twelve years old she narrowly escaped an abduction while walking to a friend s
house the abductor was eventually found and sent to prison but years later was released then someone delivered real justice and killed him in cold
blood now rain is living the perfect suburban life spending her days as a stay at home mom but when another criminal who escaped justice is found
dead rain is unexpectedly drawn into the case forced to revisit memories she s worked hard to leave behind is there a vigilante at work who is the
next target why can t rain just let it go introducing one of the most compelling and original killers in crime fiction today lisa unger takes readers
deep inside the minds of both perpetrator and victim blurring the lines between right and wrong crime and justice and showing that sometimes
even good people are drawn to do evil things don t miss the new couple in 5b lisa unger s newest psychological thriller about a couple that inherits
an apartment with a truly chilling past looking for more spine tingling thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa
unger under my skin confessions on the 7 45 last girl ghosted secluded cabin sleeps six the new couple in 5b coming march 2024

Confessions on the 7:45: A Novel 2020-10-06

coming to netflix intricate and nuanced on par with the best top flight psychological suspense l a times international bestseller from master of
suspense lisa unger comes a riveting thriller about a chance encounter that unravels a stunning web of lies selena murphy is commuting home on
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the train when she strikes up a conversation with a beautiful stranger in the next seat the woman introduces herself as martha and soon confesses
that she s been stuck in an affair with her boss selena in turn confesses that she suspects her husband is sleeping with the nanny when the train
arrives at selena s station the two women part ways presumably never to meet again then the nanny disappears as selena is pulled into the mystery
of what happened and as the fractures in her marriage grow deeper she begins to wonder who was martha really but she is hardly prepared for
what she ll discover don t miss the new couple in 5b lisa unger s newest psychological thriller about a couple that inherits an apartment with a truly
chilling past looking for more spine tingling thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa unger under my skin the
stranger inside last girl ghosted secluded cabin sleeps six the new couple in 5b coming march 2024

In the Blood 2015-03-10

the masterful psychological thriller by new york times bestselling author lisa unger good scary fun the washington post lana granger lives a life of
lies she has told so many lies about where she comes from and who she is that the truth is like a cloudy nightmare she can t quite recall about to
graduate from college and with her trust fund almost tapped out she takes a job babysitting a troubled boy named luke expelled from schools all over
the country the manipulative young luke is accustomed to controlling the people in his life but in lana he may have met his match or has lana met
hers when lana s closest friend beck mysteriously disappears lana resumes her lying ways to friends to the police to herself the police have a lot of
questions for lana when the story about her whereabouts the night beck disappeared doesn t jibe with eyewitness accounts lana will do anything to
hide the truth but it might not be enough to keep her ominous secrets buried someone else knows about lana s lies and he s dying to tell savor the
pleasure of being guided by unger s sure hand along a deliciously twisted narrative path kirkus reviews masterfully suspenseful finely crafted and
written with a no holds barred raw power this is lisa unger at her best

The Red Hunter 2017-04-25

what is the difference between justice and revenge in this heart stopping thriller publishers weekly with plenty of action kirkus reviews by new
york times bestselling author lisa unger two wronged women on very different paths find themselves in the same dark place claudia bishop s
perfect life fell apart when the aftermath of a brutal assault left her with a crumbling marriage a newborn daughter and a constant sense of anxiety
about the world around her now looking for a fresh start with a home restoration project and growing blog claudia takes on a crumbling old house
one that unbeknownst to her has an ugly history and may hide long buried secrets for zoey drake the defining moment of her childhood was the
horrific home invasion murder of her parents years later she has embraced the rage that fuels her training in the martial arts has made her strong
and ready to face the demons from the past and within strangers to each other and walking very different paths in the wake of trauma these two
women are on a collision course because zoey s past nightmare and claudia s dreams for her future take place in the very same house as zoey seeks
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justice and claudia seeks peace both will confront the monsters at the door that are the most frightening of all the red hunter succeeds as a suspense
novel on every level it has a meticulously woven plot multi layered characters and the irony most desired by storytellers where the reader can t
wait to see how it ends but then is remorseful when it does sandra brown 1 new york times bestselling author

Last Girl Ghosted 2021-10-05

a five alarm fire of a situation the surprises keep coming the new york times secrets obsession and vengeance converge in this riveting thriller about
an online dating match turned deadly cat and mouse game from the new york times bestselling author of confessions on the 7 45 she met him
through a dating app an intriguing picture on a screen a date at a downtown bar what she thought might be just a quick hookup quickly became
much more she fell for him hard it happens sometimes a powerful connection with a perfect stranger takes you by surprise could it be love but then
just as things were getting real he stood her up then he disappeared profiles deleted phone disconnected she was ghosted maybe it was her fault she
shared too much too fast but isn t that always what women think that they re the ones to blame soon she learns there were others girls who thought
they were in love girls who later went missing she had been looking for a connection but now she s looking for answers chasing a digital trail into
his dark past and hers she finds herself on a dangerous hunt and she s not sure whether she s the predator or the prey don t miss the new couple in
5b lisa unger s newest psychological thriller about a couple that inherits an apartment with a truly chilling past looking for more spine tingling
thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa unger under my skin the stranger inside confessions on the 7 45
secluded cabin sleeps six the new couple in 5b coming march 2024

The New Couple in 5B 2024-03-05

spine tingling fun people lisa unger you ve done it again sarah michelle gellar emmy award winning actress a couple inherits an apartment with a
spine tingling past in this unputdownable thriller from the new york times bestselling author of secluded cabin sleeps six rosie and chad lowan are
barely making ends meet in new york city when they receive life changing news chad s late uncle has left them his luxury apartment at the
historic windermere in glamorous murray hill with its prewar elegance and impeccably uniformed doorman the building is the epitome of old new
york charm one would almost never suspect the dark history lurking behind its perfectly maintained facade at first the building and its eclectic
tenants couldn t feel more welcoming but as the lowans settle into their new home rosie starts to suspect that there s more to the windermere than
meets the eye why is the doorman ever present why are there cameras everywhere and why have so many gruesome crimes occurred there
throughout the years when one of the neighbors turns up dead rosie must get to the truth about the windermere before she too falls under its
dangerous spell looking for more spine tingling thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa unger under my skin
the stranger inside confessions on the 7 45 last girl ghosted secluded cabin sleeps six
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Smoke 2012-05-15

book four in the lydia strong series in the final installment of her lydia strong series bestselling author lisa unger writing as lisa miscione brings us
her most shocking and emotionally wrenching case yet an nypd detective visits lydia and her husband p i jeffrey mark to inform them that lily one
of lydia s former writing students has been missing for more than two weeks before she disappeared lily had tried to get in touch with lydia seeking
her help could this have had something to do with the death of lily s brother which lily refused to accept as a suicide if they want to discover the
truth lydia and jeffrey will have to follow the trail that lily left behind a trail of evidence that like lily herself seems to disappear like smoke

Twice 2012-02-07

book three in lisa unger s lydia strong series acclaimed artist julian ross has just been found standing over her husband s bloody corpse in their new
york city apartment julian claims that she slept peacefully beside him while he was violently stabbed in their bed but police are skeptical especially
since julian s first husband was killed and mutilated in exactly the same way julian turns to the tough as nails crime writer lydia strong who plunges
into the case with her signature grit and the help of her partner p i jeffrey mark meanwhile lydia learns that jed mcintyre the serial killer who
murdered her mother is on the loose in new york mcintyre is out for lydia s blood and his presence forces her to confront the evils of her past while
solving her toughest murder case yet

Fragile 2011-07-26

maggie and jones live with their teenage son rick in the hollows a small town outside of new york city the cozy intimacy of the town is broken
when rick s girlfriend charlene mysteriously disappears the investigation has jones the lead detective on the case acting strangely and rick already a
brooding teenager becomes even more withdrawn maggie finds herself drawn in both as a trained psychologist and as a mother walking a tightrope
that threatens the stability of her family determined to uncover the truth maggie pursues her own leads into charlene s disappearance and exposes a
long buried town secret one that could destroy everything she holds dear

Heartbroken 2012-06-26

a shattering thriller about three women strangers on a heart wrenching collision course none of them could have seen coming long after anyone
expected kate to do anything with her life she did using the journals left behind by her aunt and grandmother she wrote a novel based on a very
real generation old love story that ended in tragedy on the other side of town emily is about to set fire to her life she s in a dead end job and is
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involved with the wrong man she can feel herself being drawn into darkness with horrific consequences with nowhere to go she finds herself on
the run without knowing each other and with lives that couldn t be more different kate and emily head to the same point on the map heart island
an idyllic place in the middle of a lake in the adirondacks owned for generations by birdie burke s family the harsh and unyielding birdie is at one
with this island which has a terrifying history all its own she too has consequences to face heartbroken is a tense mesmerizing novel about the limits
of dysfunctional families of an island haunted by dark memories and restless ghosts and of the all too real demons we must battle wonderfully
suspenseful exquisitely crafted and written with raw emotional power this is lisa unger at her very best praise for heartbroken stellar heartbroken
should be on everyone s summer to read list for best results read it alone on an island on a dark and stormy night usa today 4 stars heartbroken has all
the makings of a high wire thriller but it s the twisted psyches of its main characters that really unsettle unger expertly shows how quiet betrayals
can rupture a life as deeply as an act of violence people 3 ½ stars a can t put down thriller interlaced with insightful family drama and echoes of
wuthering heights family circle lisa unger is one of the few women to first break into the genre of thrillers then to dominate it minneapolis star
tribune lisa unger masterfully writes of the joys and frustrations of family life in her latest novel what makes it shine is the struggle of
multidimensional characters with issues that all of us face but sometimes don t want to acknowledge associated press

The Three Sisters 2015-01-05

the final e short in a thrilling mini series about a psychic medium from award winning and new york times bestselling author lisa unger when
eloise s granddaughter twenty year old finley comes to live with her eloise s abilities start to change things seem to be getting easier her load is
lighter and rather than chasing down people she needs they are coming to her she teams up with detective jones cooper to help a desperate father
bring his daughter s killer to justice meanwhile finley who is developing gifts of her own has bigger problems than she s willing to admit will eloise
help finley and others see the difference between justice and revenge or will things spiral out of control first returning to the psychological suspense
that earned lisa unger such critical acclaim for beautiful lies and in the blood the three sisters is the third and final part in a gripping series from an
accomplished pro kirkus reviews

The Whispers 2014-10-27

eloise montgomery discovers her amazing gift in the wake of tragedy in this first of three captivating e shorts from award winning and new york
times bestselling author lisa unger it s a day like any other for eloise montgomery until tragedy strikes while she is recovering from a horrible
accident that takes the lives of her husband and oldest daughter and as she works to help her younger daughter move forward eloise experiences her
first psychic vision though she struggles to understand her newfound gifts eloise finds a way use them to save lost women and girls for whom her
help may be the only way out from an author whose gripping narrative and evocative muscular prose associated press have won her critical acclaim
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comes the whispers a story that delves deep into the human psyche and the mind of one unforgettable heroine

Die for You 2009

in a smart new york apartment isabel raine is having breakfast with her husband after her tragic childhood she has only ever wanted to be loved
and in marcus raine she thought she d found the man she would be with for ever but when she says goodbye to him that morning little does she
know that within twenty four hours he ll have gone missing

Confessions on the 7 2020-10-01

from master of suspense lisa unger comes a riveting thriller about a chance encounter that unravels a stunning web of lies and deceit be careful to
whom you tell your darkest secrets selena murphy is commuting home from her job in the city when the train stalls out on the tracks she strikes up
a conversation with a beautiful stranger in the next seat and their connection is fast and easy the woman introduces herself as martha and confesses
that she s been stuck in an affair with her boss selena in turn confesses that she suspects her husband is sleeping with the nanny when the train
arrives at selena s station the two women part ways presumably never to meet again but days later selena s nanny disappears soon selena finds her
once perfect life upended as she is pulled into the mystery of the missing nanny and as the fractures in her marriage grow deeper selena begins to
wonder who was martha really but she is hardly prepared for what she ll discover expertly plotted and reminiscent of the timeless classic strangers
on a train confessions on the 7 45 is a gripping thriller about the delicate facades we create around our lives

The Darkness Gathers 2011-11-01

fresh from a tour promoting her last case reclusive true crime writer lydia strong receives an anonymous cry for help begging her to find and
protect tatiana quinn and all the other girls in need of rescue maybe the plea strikes close to her heart maybe her investigator s intuition starts
buzzing she takes it on but this simple case of a missing teenager soon becomes much more someone wants lydia to drop the case someone powerful
someone anxious enough to engineer the reappearance of one of lydia s first and most dangerous adversaries now in addition to tracing the roots of
tatiana s disappearance on a trail across the country and eventually overseas lydia must find the man who wants her dead his unfinished business
from years ago
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The Dark Door 2022-12-06

a horror writer s death leaves his daughter haunted by voices in this short story by the new york times bestselling author of secluded cabin sleeps
six pip duke s life has descended into chaos following the death of her father a bestselling horror writer she now hears voices all the time saying
troubling things like your father s friends and family are after his money or you shouldinherit everything the voices also say she killed her dad and
the police are after her to silence these disturbing thoughts pip checks herself into an inpatient therapy center however the place is far from calming
she can t trust the staff and the voices in her head continue to say terrible things there are those who want you released only so they can continue to
profit off your father s name a different voice says some wish to claim her inheritance by getting her declared insane if pip hopes to ever know
peace again she must explore the depths of her psyche sort through her memories and unravel the secret that will be her key to freedom praise for
lisa unger our most inventive suspense author j t ellison new york times bestselling author of her dark lies the premiere thriller writer megan
abbott bestselling author of the turnout lisa unger writes with compassion and deep psychological insights luanne rice new york times bestselling
author of the shadow box

Ink and Bone 2017-07-18

includes a reading group guide with topics and questions for discussion an interview with the author and a conversation between tess gerritsen and
the author

Black Out 2009

her life is falling apart picking up the pieces could kill her on the surface annie powers life in a wealthy florida suburb is happy and idyllic her
husband gray loves her fiercely and together they dote on their beautiful daughter victory but cracks are beginning to appear as demons from annie
s past come back to haunt her it is a past she has no memory of and it won t let go disturbing events the appearance of a familiar dark figure on the
beach a mysterious murder trigger strange and confusing memories for annie and as her world starts to fracture around her she soon realises that she
must piece those memories together before her past comes to claim her and her daughter

The Burning Girl 2014-11-25

from new york times bestselling author lisa unger comes the second of three e shorts about a psychic medium and the strange secrets she begins to
uncover for better or for worse ten years after eloise montgomery discovers her psychic abilities she is a full fledged working psychic with a partner
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and a business now in the burning girl she s discovering some disturbing things secrets about her genealogy that are perhaps best left in the past that
her granddaughter finley has powers of her own and that not all of eloise s visitors actually want to be helped some of them are just looking for
trouble writing with the same taut prose that earned her critical acclaim for her explosive thriller beautiful lies lisa unger delivers a spellbinding
story that will leave you wanting more

The New Couple in 5b 2025-01-21

spine tingling fun people lisa unger you ve done it again sarah michelle gellar emmy award winning actress a couple inherits an apartment with a
spine tingling past in this unputdownable thriller from the new york times bestselling author of secluded cabin sleeps six rosie and chad lowan are
barely making ends meet in new york city when they receive life changing news chad s late uncle has left them his luxury apartment at the
historic windermere in glamorous murray hill with its prewar elegance and impeccably uniformed doorman the building is the epitome of old new
york charm one would almost never suspect the dark history lurking behind its perfectly maintained facade at first the building and its eclectic
tenants couldn t feel more welcoming but as the lowans settle into their new home rosie starts to suspect that there s more to the windermere than
meets the eye why is the doorman ever present why are there cameras everywhere and why have so many gruesome crimes occurred there
throughout the years when one of the neighbors turns up dead rosie must get to the truth about the windermere before she too falls under its
dangerous spell looking for more spine tingling thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa unger under my skin
the stranger inside confessions on the 7 45 last girl ghosted secluded cabin sleeps six

Angel Fire 2011-08-09

the childhood murder of lydia strong s mother has turned her into a woman obsessed with bringing brutal killers to justice the reclusive bestselling
true crime writer and investigative consultant has made a life out of chasing monsters and her powerful intuitions rarely fail her when three adults
loners drifters go missing no one seems to notice except for lydia enlisting the help of her friend former fbi agent jeffrey mark lydia starts an
investigation of her own but when someone raises the stakes and goes after lydia just as fifteen years ago when she put the fbi on the trail of her
mother s killer the real hunt begins

Black Out 2009-04-28

on the surface annie s life in a wealthy florida suburb is happy her husband gray loves her fiercely together they dote on their beautiful young
daughter victory but the bubble surrounding annie is pricked when the demons of her past resurface these are demons she can t fully recall because
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of a highly dissociative state that allowed her to forget the violence of her earlier life as ophelia march and to start over under gray s protection as
annie powers disturbing events the appearance of a familiar dark figure on the beach the mysterious murder of her psychologist trigger confusing
memories for annie who realizes she must quickly piece them together before her past comes to claim her future and her daughter a hurricane of a
thriller impossible to extract yourself until the last page entertainment weekly today show pick for top 10 summer reads 2008 full of twists and
turns a great read for anyone craving some suspense john searles cosmopolitan black out is riveting psychological suspense of the first order if you
haven t yet experienced lisa unger what are you waiting for harlan coben

Secluded Cabin Sleeps Six 2023-02-28

three couples rent a luxury cabin in the woods for a weekend getaway to die for in this atmospheric and gripping locked room thriller by new york
times bestselling author lisa unger

Darkness, My Old Friend 2011

willow acts tough but when she cuts school and sees a man digging up a body while she s in the woods she takes off running and drops her cell
phone the man brings the phone back and introduces himself as michael to willow s mother who finds herself intrigued despite her daughter s
overactive imagination michael s mother disappeared decades ago and he s hired a retired detective and a psychic to help him find out what
happened to her but the psychic can t help because all she can see is a man jumping into a river to rescue someone and who is in the process of losing
his own life that man is jones who only wants to be left alone after the traumatic incidents of the previous year in which he admitted his role in the
death of a young woman and resigned as chief of police based in the hollows the setting of fragile with the same characters spanning both books these
lives collide in ways they never imagined with stakes that couldn t be higher in this complex spellbinding novel

Christmas Presents 2023-10-24

instead of presents this christmas a true crime podcaster is opening up a cold case madeline martin has built a life for herself as the young owner of a
thriving business the next chapter bookshop despite her tragic childhood and now needing to care for her infirm father when harley granger a
failed novelist turned true crime podcaster drifts into her shop in the days before christmas he seems intent on digging up events that madeline
would much rather forget she s the only surviving victim of evan handy the man who was convicted of murdering her best friend steph and is
suspected in the disappearance of two sisters also good friends of madeline s who have been missing for nearly a decade it s an investigation that has
obsessed her father sheriff james martin right up until his stroke took his faculties harley granger has a gift for seeing things that others miss he wasn
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t much of a novelist but his work as a true crime author and podcaster has earned him fame and wealth and some serious criticism for his various
unethical practices still visiting little valley to be closer to his dying father has caused him to look into a case that many people think is closed and
some want reopened and he has a lot of questions about the night stephanie cramer was killed ainsley and sam wallace disappeared and madeline
martin was left for dead bleeding out on a riverbank since evan handy went to jail three other young women have gone missing most recently a
young college dropout named lolly five young women missing in the same area in a decade are they connected was evan handy innocent after all or
was there some else there that night someone who is still satisfying his dark appetites as christmas approaches and a blizzard bears down madeline
and her childhood friend badger return to a past they both hoped was dead to find the missing lolly and to answer questions that have haunted them
both discovering that the truth is more terrible and much closer to home than they think coupling a picturesque cozy setting with a deeply
unsettling suspenseful plot christmas presents is a chilling seasonal novella that can be enjoyed all year long

Close Your Eyes and Count to 10 2025-03-04

when the real game begins who will make it to the count of 10 charismatic daredevil and extreme adventurer maverick dillan invites you to the
ultimate game of hide and seek but as the players gather on falcao island the event quickly spirals into a chilling test of survival a storm rages as a
deadly threat stalks the contestants turning the challenge into something far more sinister than the social media stunt it was intended to be enter
adele a single mother with a fierce determination to protect her children at all costs when she begins the game she unwittingly enters a twisted
web of deception and intrigue can she maneuver through the treacherous storm and the relentless competition and get home to her family in a
ruthless battle for survival where the stakes are higher than ever the blurry line between the virtual and the real proves that the only person we
can trust is ourselves

In the Blood 2014-01

lana granger is a liar she has told so many lies about where she comes from and who she is that the truth seems like a nightmare she can t quite
remember but she knows one thing for certain she needs a job about to graduate from a small college in upstate new york her trust fund is going to
run out her mother s dying wish that lana do something meaningful that she uses her life to help people lana takes a job babysitting for a deeply
troubled boy named luke expelled from schools all over the country and running circles around his beleaguered mother luke is accustomed to
controlling the people in his life he likes to play games but in lana he may have met his match or has lana met hers when lana s closest friend beck
goes missing lana finds herself lying again to friends to the police to herself the story about where lana was the night beck disappeared doesn t match
with eyewitness accounts lana is willing to do almost anything to keep the truth about that night about everything from coming out even so it
might not be enough to keep her secrets dead and buried someone else knows all about lana s lies and they are dying to tell
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Fragile 2011-05-17

a thrilling novel from new york times bestselling author lisa unger about the hunt for a missing girl and one community s intricate yet fragile bonds
a nail biting nuanced whodunit people everybody knows everybody in the hollows a quaint charming town outside of new york city it s a place
where neighbors keep an eye on one another s kids where people say hello in the grocery store and where high school cliques and antics are never
quite forgotten as a child maggie found living under the microscope of small town life stifling but as a wife and mother she has happily returned to
the hollows s insular embrace as a psychologist her knowledge of family histories provides powerful insights into her patients lives so when the
girlfriend of her teenage son rick disappears maggie s intuitive gift proves useful to the case and also dangerous eerie parallels soon emerge between
charlene s disappearance and the abduction of another local girl that shook the community years ago when maggie was a teenager the investigation
has her husband jones the lead detective on the case acting strangely rick already a brooding teenager becomes even more withdrawn in a town
where the past is always present nobody is above suspicion not even a son in the eyes of his father as she tries to reassure him that rick embodies his
father in all of the important ways maggie realizes this might be exactly what jones fears most determined to uncover the truth maggie pursues her
own leads into charlene s disappearance and exposes a long buried town secret one that could destroy everything she holds dear

The Best American Mystery and Suspense 2023 2023-10-17

this form has a special kind of magic the ability to transport you quickly intensely to capture character time place and story with immediacy writes
guest editor lisa unger in her introduction the transporting stories in this year s the best american mystery and suspense are populated by those who
exist on the fringe of our society and want more than what life has dealt them a haunted veteran turned career criminal is on the run an injured
fighter turned bouncer seeks vengeance for his lost love an assassin on his last job finds himself questioning his life choices and breaks all the rules to
understand his final victim by turns thrilling and enlightening each story according to unger will have you holding your breath flipping the pages
will leave you thinking about people and why they do the dark dangerous frightening things that they do the best american mystery and suspense
2023 includes ashley ruth m bernier william boyle s a cosby jacqueline freimor james a hearn ladee hubbard a j jacono adam meyer silvia moreno
garcia walter mosley leigh newman joyce carol oates margaret randall annie reed anthony neil smith faye snowden jervey tervalon joseph s walker
thaai walker jess walter

Ink and Bone 2017-03-28

a young woman s mysterious gift forces her into the middle of a dangerous investigation of a little girl s disappearance in the hollows new york c
provided by publisher
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The Stranger Inside 2019

you committed the perfect crime but someone knows the truth you followed the trial obsessively you know he s guilty and can t believe he got
away with it but someone is determined to see justice done rain winter left journalism behind to focus on her baby daughter but when a man
acquitted for murder is killed in the same way as his suspected victims rain sees a pattern emerging between a series of cold cases meticulous and
untraceable this killer strikes in the dead of night making sure that the guilty are suitably punished for their crimes as rain s investigation deepens
she must face up to dark secrets in her own past and the realisation that the killer may be closer than she thinks from bestselling author lisa unger
comes a dark and addictive psychological suspense which will keep you breathless until the last page
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